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Executive Summary
Policy Context
1.1 The Government has made a commitment through legislation that the country will reach net
zero carbon emissions by 2050. A series of policy documents repeatedly highlight transport as the
most carbon intensive sector of the UK economy, and propose that electric vehicles are the greatest
opportunity to significantly reduce road transport emissions. The Government have announced that
petrol, diesel, and some hybrid cars and vans will be phased out by 2030, confirming the role for
electric vehicles (EVs) in decarbonising road transport.
1.2 Durham County Council itself declared a climate emergency in February 2019. A Climate
Emergency Response Action Plan (CERP) has since been produced by the Council, which outlines
specific areas that the Council will focus on for the greatest impact on its carbon emissions in the
short term. Transport, and decarbonisation of the Council’s fleet of vehicles in particular, are identified
by the plan as a key area to act on. This Chargepoint Delivery Plan (CPDP) will sit under the CERP
to set out actions the Council will take to facilitate transport decarbonisation through encouraging
electric vehicle uptake in greater detail.
1.3 The CPDP is an internal delivery plan which sets out how 5 key actions will facilitate the uptake
of electric vehicles for residents, business and the Council’s own fleet.
5 Key Actions
Action 1– Leading by Example
1.4 This action sets out the Council’s main priorities for electric vehicles. The market for EVs is still
relatively new, so actions should focus on helping the market to become more established.
1.5 The first priority for the Council in the CPDP, is to lead by example. This action underpins the
Council's attitude and response to the following four actions. The Council will 'lead by example' when
we provide chargepoints at Council sites, use EVs in our fleet, improve public chargepoint access
for residents, facilitate appropriate private sector proposals and bring partners together for EV funding,
awareness and learning opportunities.
Action 2 – Develop a Network of Public Chargepoints
1.6 Durham is a large, predominantly rural county where many households do not have access to
off-street parking. A big barrier for people in considering an EV for the first time is range anxiety and
concern about access to charging, and in a county where 40% of households are terraced and so
not likely to have access to off-street parking, the Council has a major role to play.
1.7 This action therefore aims to set up a countywide charging network to enable everyone to
access charging in a safe and convenient location, so that more people feel confident making the
switch to an EV in the first place. The Council has an existing charging network, but it is now ageing
and in need of replacement. Together with other partners, Durham County Council has won funding
from multiple sources to put 160 chargepoints in these more challenging areas to improve charging
access. We have also worked with NECA to develop a regional approach, including winning funding
for taxi charging infrastructure. This work will be continued to further develop our network as EVs
become more common on our roads.
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Action 3 - Provide charging infrastructure for the Council's fleet
1.8 The Council operates a substantial fleet of vehicles for officer use and working fleet of vans,
refuse collection vehicles, etc. Replacing these vehicles with EVs when they are due for renewal will
make a significant contribution to reducing the Council’s own carbon emissions, and improve the
visibility of EVs in the county. The Council will therefore provide increased charging options, continue
to replace vehicles with EVs where appropriate, and pursue funding options to provide charging
solutions for vehicles kept at officers’ homes overnight.
Action 4 - Support appropriate private sector proposals for charging infrastructure
1.9 Many private sector chargepoints fall under permitted development rights and so the Council
does not have influence over where they are located. Where permission is required, such as for
purpose-built EV charging stations, the Council will work with private operators to source an appropriate
location. This will help support a greater range of charging options around the county.
1.10 Businesses are also increasingly interested in switching to EVs due to their lower running
costs and environmental benefits. The Council will work with interested business to share information
and support them to make the switch.
Action 5 - Other EV opportunities: pursue partnerships, funding and education
1.11 As the Government is keen to facilitate the switch to EVs nationally, it has offered financial
support through loans and grants for vehicles, chargepoints, and trials of new charging solutions.
The Council, working in partnership with many private and public sector organisations, has been
successful in bidding for these options, with funding secured for 1600 chargepoints around the county,
funding to redevelop the Morrison Busty depot as a low carbon site and a grant to provide a rapid
chargepoint for taxis in Chester-le-Street. The Council will continue to monitor relevant funding
opportunities and prepare bids where appropriate.
1.12 Greater knowledge about the benefits of EVs and financial help available will help to increase
EV uptake in County Durham. The Council is therefore committed to disseminating the latest
information and best practice on EVs, including via the Council's website for the benefit of its partners,
residents, and businesses. The following information will be continually updated:
Information related to EV research, projects and events;
Funding initiatives to help residents and business access funding opportunities for new EV
infrastructure; and
Locational information and links on where residents and business can access chargepoints in
the county.
1.13 By pursuing and implementing the objectives above, the Council will increase the number and
quality of chargepoints across the county. This will help achieve local and national decarbonisation
targets, improve air quality, and save people money in the long term.
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Introduction
2.1
The Chargepoint Delivery Plan (CPDP) has been produced to guide and support the
decarbonisation of road transport in County Durham. The Council declared a Climate Emergency in
2019 with transport representing a key opportunity to significantly reduce carbon emissions across
the county. In order to do this, it is necessary to move away from fossil-fuel powered vehicles. The
Government's ambition is for no new petrol, diesel, and some hybrid cars or vans to be sold by 2030.
2.2
By declaring a climate emergency, the Council committed to reducing the county's carbon
emissions to zero by 2050. The Council's plan for this is set out in the Climate Emergency Response
Plan. One priority for the CERP is to encourage uptake and use of electric vehicles (EVs) in the
county.
2.3 In order for people to be willing to choose an electric vehicle, there needs to be sufficient
chargepoints in the county so that EV drivers are confident that they can access a chargepoint when
they need one. The purpose of this document is to set out the Council's actions which will deliver
chargepoints where they are needed, for residents, businesses, visitors, and the Council's own fleet.
2.4 The significant growth of EV ownership in the UK in 2020 was suppressed by the coronavirus
pandemic, with a significant drop off in sales from March to April. Despite this, overall it has been an
extremely positive 2020 to date for the EV market. September's figures saw a 184% increase in
pure-electric registrations compared to the previous year, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs)
grew 139%. That is compared to hybrids (+56%), petrol (-21%), and diesel (-38%), which have an
(1)
overall decline. Growth in 2020 is highlighted by the following graph:

Picture 1 EV UK Registrations

1

Source: https://www.nextgreencar.com/electric-cars/statistics/
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Action Plan: 5 Key Actions
1.1 In response to the national and local policy documents outlined in the Appendix, the Council
have set out 5 key actions to enable greater EV uptake across the county.
1.1 Action 1: Leading by example

1.2 The Government has made it clear that electric vehicles are to be the focus of its efforts in
decarbonising transport. The Council recognises as part of its climate emergency response that EVs
alone are not a complete answer to the problem of reaching net zero carbon as a county by 2050, but
that they are are a key priority for action and an area on which the Council must take a lead.
1.3 This plan sets out actions to be taken to facilitate the uptake of electric vehicles in County
Durham, both within the Council itself and across the wider county, to support the goal of achieving
carbon neutrality by 2050.
1.4 The CPDP will be reviewed and updated regularly. Regular updates will be required to account
for changes to national policy, technology and the market for low emission vehicles.

Action 1 - Leading by example
The first priority for the Council is to lead by example. This action underpins the Council’s attitude
and response to the following four actions contained in the CDPD.
The Council will lead by example by:
Providing chargepoints at Council sites and use EVs in our fleet;
Improving public chargepoint access for residents, businesses, and visitors;
Facilitating appropriate private sector proposals; and,
Bringing partners together for EV innovation funding, awareness and learning opportunities.

1.5 Industry experts Zero Carbon Futures predict that ownership of EVs will not increase significantly
until 2025 and onwards. This is because, for the car industry, the Government's commitment to phase
out petrol, diesel, and some hybrid cars and vans by 2030 is still relatively new. Many car manufacturers
are still producing a majority of petrol and diesel cars, with old combustion engine stock to sell before
resources are reallocated to EVs. As the surety provided by Government commitment to EVs is still
recent, there are still relatively few models of EVs being produced, although that is changing rapidly.
The number of EVs available to purchase is expected to rise as manufacturers deplete their existing
stock of combustion engine cars and develop new EV models.
1.6 The secondhand market is somewhat constrained, as EVs' engines have far fewer moving
parts than combustion engines, so they can do more miles without serious fault than a combustion
engine car. Battery degradation as the vehicle is repeatedly charged over time is proving less of an
issue than anticipated, with the batteries on an original Nissan Leaf lasting 10 or more years with
little degradation. Newer battery designs will likely fare even better. Where batteries are degrading,
only the failing part would need to be replaced as EV batteries are modular. As a result, EVs are less
likely to be sold on, so that although there are more affordable second hand EVs for sale, there is
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insufficient supply to meet demand. Finally, many people will not look to replace their vehicle until it
is at or approaching the end of its working life. This means that would-be demand for EVs is somewhat
suppressed as potential purchasers continue to use their existing car.
1.7 The Council will therefore lead by example by replacing its own vehicles with appropriate EVs
where possible, and improving the network of chargepoints. At the time of writing, the Council has
purchased its first electric refuse collection vehicle, as well as replacing 21 of our own outdated
chargepoints with new models, and further expanding the network with 14 additional new chargepoints.
Ongoing work is being undertaken by the Council to deliver more chargepoints around the county,
which will be detailed in later sections of this Plan.
1.8 The actions in the CPDP will help to raise the profile of EVs in the county, demonstrating the
Council's commitment to EVs and increasing awareness of EVs as a viable alternative to combustion
engine vehicles. As the Council improves its own carbon budget by beginning to renew its fleet with
EVs, and more people begin to consider making the switch thanks to increased availability of
chargepoints around the county, the market for EVs will continue to develop. Increased range (in
terms of choice and potential distance travelled), availability, and affordability of vehicles will drive
momentum in electric vehicle uptake as people shopping for a new car increasingly see EVs as a
workable choice.
1.9 The CPDP will be reviewed when necessary to reassess the status of the market and specific
issues facing County Durham at that time.
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1.2 Action 2: Develop a network of public chargepoints

Action 2 - Develop a network of public chargepoints
To achieve public confidence in the goal of EV chargepoint provision across the county, the
Council and its partners will:
Ensure that the current Council network is upgraded and then maintained efficiently
thereafter; and
Facilitate the delivery of chargepoints across rural areas and within close proximity to
terraced housing and major employment sites around the county.
Priority for new provision will be given to town and larger village centres and retail and employment
destinations where there are no existing alternatives. Current car ownership rates will be taken
into consideration in residential areas.

1.10
As the market for EVs is still in its early stages, with just over 10% of new vehicle
registrations being represented by battery EVs, it will be necessary to ensure that the market continues
to be monitored so that an appropriate type and number of chargepoints can be provided.
1.11 It is clear that many more chargepoints will be required across the county if we are to achieve
net zero emissions by 2050. This may mean that chargepoints will need to be located where they
are not currently commercially viable. Therefore, there is a need for the Council to lead by example
by facilitating the provision of chargepoints in the early years. It is essential that these are maintained
effectively so they do not fall into disrepair.
1.12 Private sector chargepoint operators are currently focussing on areas where there will be clear
demand for charging, e.g. close to motorways and heavily trafficked main roads, and where little to
no upfront investment will be required in the grid or connection. In addition, early adopters of EVs are
more likely to be wealthier, with their own driveways or garages where they can install their own
chargepoint.
1.13
This leaves a clear role for the Council in the short term in providing chargepoints in more
challenging, less commercially viable areas, and in its own car parks in key locations to encourage
and enable people to switch to an EV. These include town and larger village centres and employment
and retail destinations where there are no existing alternatives, and achieving better provision across
rural and terraced areas around the county, beginning with areas where existing car ownership rates
are relatively high. Currently, EVs are more expensive than petrol or diesel vehicles, so it would not
be practical to begin delivering chargepoints in low-income areas where people are less likely to own
a vehicle of any type.

Monitoring
The market (including private sector led chargepoints) will be closely monitored as this work
progresses, ensuring that in areas where there is a reasonable alternative, no public money will
be invested in chargepoints, and so that more areas are covered. This approach is necessary
to ensure that public money is spent wisely whilst also providing for the widest coverage possible
across the county.
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The Existing Council Charging Network
1.14 Durham County Council has an existing network of EV chargepoints, however, they are now
ageing and have not been well-maintained as their warranties have now expired and the cost of
repairing them through the current operator is prohibitive. Currently, over 50% of the network of 27
chargepoints are malfunctioning. This is an issue in itself because if people cannot be confident that
they can charge their car even where they do have access to a chargepoint, they are less likely to
purchase an EV, or may choose to exclusively charge at home. This situation therefore risks favouring
those who have off-street parking access over other residents of the county, having an adverse effect
on social inequality in the county. The existing ageing network therefore needs to be replaced as a
priority to address these issues and demonstrate that there are charging options available to those
who cannot host their own chargepoint.
1.15 The Council has therefore been working with partner organisations to replace the existing
charging network. We have now replaced 21 of our existing chargepoints and have installed an
additional 14. There are three chargepoints from the Council's original network remaining, which will
be replaced by the end of March 2021. These three final installations will complete the Council's
renewal of our own charging network with brand new, up to date chargepoints.
1.16 Once the immediate issue of the functionality of the existing network has been addressed, it
will be necessary to monitor the market to ensure that opportunities to expand the network are taken
where appropriate, e.g. in areas not being served by the private sector, and at public sites.

Tariffs
Tariffs will be set at a rate that takes account of market conditions. They will also need to be set
at a rate which covers the cost of electricity and maintenance of the chargepoint. Tariffs will be
subject to change when appropriate to reflect the changing market for EVs and vehicle charging
and any changes to the cost of maintenance and electricity moving forward.

Improving charging access in areas with limited off-street parking and rural
areas
1.17 County Durham has a number of specific challenges in moving toward greater EV ownership
due to its specific geography and the nature of its built environment. Much of the county is rural, with
43% of the population based in rural areas. Furthermore, 40% of properties in the county are terraced
houses, which generally do not have driveways. These areas present a particular challenge in providing
for EVs as there is often not a commercially viable location for a chargepoint in such areas, particularly
at present as the market is still relatively new. If people cannot access charging within a reasonable
distance of their homes, they are not likely to purchase an EV. A study conducted by students from
Durham University for the Council found that, whilst range anxiety is lower than anticipated amongst
people who own EVs, it is a major concern for people who are looking to buy one for the first time.
(2)

1.18 Therefore, there is a role for the Council in improving access to chargers in these rural and
terraced areas, which are less likely to be served by the private market. The Council has already
worked with partners to win funding on projects including the Scaling On-Street Charging Infrastructure
(SOSCI) project, the Durham Other Chargepoints (DOCs) on-street parking project and the Weardale
Electric Vehicle Accelerator (WEVA) project. These 3 projects aim to provide chargepoints in areas
2

More information about the People Project can be found here:
http://people-project.net/people-centered-learning-cycles/4-case-studies-learning-cycle-2
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with limited access to off-street parking, with each exploring different solutions for providing
chargepoints in more challenging areas. These projects alone will deliver a total of 160 22kw fast
chargers in County Durham. The first of these chargepoints, two rapid chargers and two fast chargers,
are due for installation in April 2021.
1.19
To progress these projects, the Council will liaise with communities to establish where there
is demand for chargepoints, and where they might best be placed. The Council is currently working
to provide at least one chargepoint to each of the county's 63 wards. The chargepoints, once installed,
will be monitored for the duration of the project, to provide Innovate UK with data about how successful
the project is in terms of how well used the chargepoints are. A single operator, GronnKontakt, has
been awarded the contract to install and maintain the chargepoints following a procurement exercise.
1.20 The Council acknowledges that there will likely be an eventual need for more than 160
chargepoints across less viable areas of the county, particularly as the industry begins to change
more significantly from 2025 onwards and EV ownership become increasingly widespread. The
Council will therefore monitor the market alongside the SOSCI project, taking account of where public
chargers are located, for example at supermarkets, and reassess the need for chargepoints across
the county once the SOSCI project is drawing to a close. Further funding will be pursued to meet the
need for future chargepoints.
1.21 Related to this action, the Council will also produce a complimentary guidance note that sets
out the safety and licensing conditions for those residents that want to charge on-street outside their
homes and who don’t benefit from having off-street parking.
1.22 Standards for accessibility of chargepoints to disabled people will be set out in a Parking and
Accessibility SPD, which is being developed by the Council.
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1.3 Action 3: Provide charging infrastructure for the Council's fleet

Action 3 - Provide charging infrastructure for the Council's fleet
To further facilitate uptake of EVs in the Council's own fleet, we will:
1.

Deliver additional charging capacity at Council depots;

2.

Continue to replace Council vehicles with EVs through the procurement process where
appropriate; and

3.

Pursue funding options for home charging of Council vehicles.

1.23 The Council operates a diverse fleet of over 1000 specialised vehicles, plant machines and
other equipment to meet its service requirements. During 2018/19 the Council's fleet and plant
produced emissions totalling 10,344,958kg of CO2, or 10,344 tonnes. There is therefore a significant
opportunity to reduce the Council's overall carbon emissions through decarbonising the fleet.
1.24

The Council's fleet as of January 2020 comprised:

Vehicle

Number

Cars / vans (up to 3.5T GVW including 3 EVs and 1 hybrid)

437

Vans (over 3.5T GVW)

31

Tippers / pick ups (up to 3.5T GVW)

157

Tippers / pick ups (over 3.5T GVW)

64

Minibus / bus

62

Dedicated gritters

32

Road sweepers

13

Gulley cleaning vehicles

4

RVCs

87

Tractors / plant machines

42

Ride-on mowers

88

Total road legal vehicles

1017

1.25 The Fleet Management System leases vehicles in order to achieve the best value for money
for the Council. EV technology has advanced significantly in recent years for the majority of vehicles,
to the point that cars and vans could now viably be replaced with EVs. However, the market for
commercial vehicles over 3.5T GVW is not currently at the same stage of development.
Notwithstanding, replacing cars and vans with EV's should be a key consideration for service users
as part the procurement process and should be the expectation when leasing smaller cars and vans.
1.26 The key issue for the purposes of this delivery plan, is providing chargepoints in the correct
locations to allow vehicles to travel around the county and access chargepoints efficiently. In 2020,
eight depots have been provided with chargepoints (27 posts providing 54 sockets, all 7-22kW), but
greater provision is needed outside of our depots as we transition our fleet to EVs.
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1.27 177 of the Council's fleet vehicles are also routinely parked at officers' residences overnight.
These officers will need to be able to access charging for their vehicles to enable them to be replaced
with EVs when their current petrol or diesel vehicles are due to be renewed. The Council will therefore
consider options and funding sources to facilitate this as efficiently and effectively as possible.
1.28 The Council also has 26 pool cars, 25 diesel vehicles and one petrol hybrid, which are due
to be replaced with EVs through the Fleet Management System in 2020/21. Chargepoints have
already installed at eight Council depots including the locations where pool cars are based. Site
surveys have been undertaken on charging posts to be installed for charging the pool cars. Based
on the 2019/20 annual mileage of 245,768, this would result in a reduction of 37,575kg (37.5 tonnes)
of CO2 annually, assuming mileage stays consistent.
1.29 Other work to replace combustion engine vehicles is ongoing. DCC have ordered their first
fully electric RCV which is arriving in 2021. This comes with considerable upfront costs at the time
of writing with ongoing fuel savings unable to recoup this upfront cost during the life of this vehicle.
However, their will be substantial carbon savings and the cost of this technology is expected to reduce
over time. Within the next decade, there will be a ‘tipping point’ where an fully electric RCV will have
lower ‘life-time costs’ than the diesel equivalent.
1.30 As the mileage EVs can cover is affected by driving technique, telematic units will be installed
to all Council vehicles during 2020/21 to promote and monitor efficient operation of vehicles. The
Council will offer training to staff who will use ULEVs on how to drive them efficiently, supported by
telematics from September 2020.
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1.4 Action 4: Support appropriate private sector proposals for charging infrastructure

Action 4 - Support appropriate private sector proposals for charging infrastructure
To support a diverse and effective charging network, the Council will support private sector
chargepoints and filling stations where appropriate for the local area.
The Council will also work with businesses to support them to switch to EVs, for example by:
(3)

Sharing knowledge and information through BEEP; and
Assisting businesses who enquire about EVs or chargepoints.

1.31 The Council will support and facilitate the private sector to deliver charging infrastructure to
help achieve our net zero emission targets. There is increasing interest from the private sector in
establishing charging networks, with a number of different operators providing chargepoints across
the country. Zapmap currently list sixteen providers as 'major charging networks'.
1.32 Competition in the market can be a good thing as it helps to refine products offered and gives
consumers choice. However, currently there is significant variety in accessing these networks. Some
require an app or a fob to charge with that particular network, and some are contactless, so they are
not all equally accessible. The expectation is that industry will lead on developing a roaming solution
across all networks to allow EV drivers to access any chargepoint without the need for multiple apps
and membership cards. The Department for Transport have stated that they will intervene using
powers in the Automated and Electrical Vehicle Act if the industry is unable to roll out inter-operability
across all providers and platforms themselves.
1.33 It is likely that the market for chargepoints offered by the private sector will soon become more
standardised as the market itself becomes more established. It is essential that the Council continue
to positively liaise with private sector operators with an interest in hosting or providing a chargepoint.
1.34 Many chargepoints are installed under permitted development rights, so the Council does not
need to be consulted on their installation. However, some proposals do fall under the Council's
development management powers, for example where the operator's preferred site is on Council
land, or where the proposal no longer falls under permitted development rights (e.g. rapid charging
stations require planning permission). In these cases, the Council will work to secure the most
appropriate provision for the county to ensure an area can be well served by chargepoints. This could
be by working to fill gaps in the county's charging network or by working with providers of rapid
charging stations to diversify and improve the county's charging offer. It is acknowledged that rapid
chargers are more expensive to install and so where they are installed by the private sector they are
likely to be located along the major road network where they will be used more.
Supporting Businesses to Switch to EVs
1.35 Businesses stand to benefit from the switch to EVs, which have lower operating costs, and
(4)
different company car tax (benefit in kind) rates compared to combustion engine vehicles.
An
increase in businesses using electric vehicles will also help increase proliferation and visibility of EVs,
particularly as business and fleet vehicles tend to be on the road more than private cars, further
demonstrating that they are a viable choice to people looking to buy a new car.

3
4

Durham County Council's Business Energy Efficiency Project;
More information on this is available here: https://pod-point.com/guides/business/company-electric-car-tax
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1.36 The Council has an existing Business Energy Efficiency Project, in which Council officers
work with SMEs to help them save money through improving their energy efficiency and awareness
(5)
of their energy use. The Council has also already received enquiries from businesses about how
to go about switching to EVs, including concerns about the future location and accessibility of
chargepoints. It should be noted that BEEP is a fixed term project although the Council is working
to extend it.

5

More information on BEEP is available here http://www.durham.gov.uk/beep
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1.5 Action 5: Other EV opportunities: pursuing partnerships, funding and education

Action 5 - Other EV opportunities: pursing partnerships, funding and education
The Council will monitor available funding opportunities in collaboration with partners and, where
appropriate, officers will bid for funding to support chargepoint provision and other ultra-low
emission vehicle (ULEV) ambitions, e.g. hydrogen production and storage or hydrogen-powered
vehicles.
The Council is committed to disseminating the latest information and best practice on ULEVs,
including via the Council's website for the benefit of the county's residents. The following
information will be continually updated:
Information related to ULEV research and innovation, projects and events;
Funding initiatives to help residents and business access funding opportunities for new EV
infrastructure; and
Locational information and links on where residents and business can access chargepoints
in the county.

1.37 There are many ways the Council, working with its partners, can help co-ordinate and facilitate
the uptake and awareness of the transition to EVs. Action 5 is about the many ‘softer’ ways the Council
works with partners to support this transition.
Partnership and Funding
1.38 Working with partners, the Council has been successful in bidding for funding to supply public
chargepoints in areas around the county which are unlikely to be served by the private sector or
individual homeowners. As a significant increase in EV ownership is anticipated, it will become essential
for the Council to continue to pursue relevant funding opportunities in order to support the rollout of
sufficient charging infrastructure to meet the need for these facilities.
1.39
There is potential for further funding sources to be announced in the near future; the
Government has announced its commitment that all new cars and vans should be electric or hybrid
by as early as 2030. To support this, he Government announced £500m of funding to deliver a fast
charging network in his 2020 budget, to ensure that everyone is within 30 miles of a rapid charging
station. This will drastically improve access to chargepoints across the country.
1.40
The Council, working effectively with partners, has successfully capitalised on funding
opportunities, including the Scaling on-street charging infrastructure (SOSCI) and the Weardale
Electric Vehicle Accelerator (WEVA) projects and the Council is preparing a bid for £5.5m of European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) funding to redevelop its Morrison Busty depot as a low carbon
depot, and a bid to the Transforming Cities Fund for new bus infrastructure and an extension to the
Park and Ride. This is part of a package of transport measures to improve sustainable transport in
Durham City. Bus electrification, linked to this bid is being considered: electric buses would be cheaper
to fuel but a greater number of buses may be required to allow for charging time.
Partnership and Education
1.41
The emergence of EVs as a viable technology and the challenge of decarbonising
transport shows that technology and innovation is evolving at an exponential rate. The Council has
a role to play in sharing its knowledge and increasing awareness of EVs. With this in mind, the Council
has undertaken a project with Durham University in which students conducted surveys of EV drivers
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(6)

to try to better understand driver behaviour and potential barriers to increased uptake of EVs. Most
notably, the project found that range anxiety is more of an issue for people considering purchasing
an EV than it is for people who actually own and use one regularly. It also found that the poor condition
of existing chargepoints in the north east was a barrier to increased takeup of EVs. This work has
been used to inform this CPDP, particularly in making the replacement of our existing charging network
a greater priority. There is potential for further work with the University to be done in the future.
1.42 Where appropriate, the Council is also committed to learning and understanding the latest
emerging evidence on EVs and taking part in pilots and trials for new and innovative technology. The
Council will also be learning lessons from other authorities about best practice and their experiences
with rolling out charging infrastructure.
1.43 In addition to research studies, the Council has also hosted a number of high-profile events
showcasing EVs and giving residents opportunities to experience driving an EV. In 2018, the Council
in partnership with Greenfleet Northeast hosted an EV Roadshow in Durham City market place and
in 2019, the event was replicated in Bishop Auckland market place. In addition to these events, the
Council has also hosted events at County Hall in relation to the Climate Emergency Response Plan.
These events have created opportunities to work with partners in the private sector so we can learn
as much as we can about this emerging industry. The Council have also been working in partnership
with partners such as Energy Savings Trust and Northern Powergrid to accrue expertise relating to
growing the chargepoint network.
1.44 The Council will continue to host and update its ULEV webpage with relevant information on
chargepoint locations. It is vital that residents are provided the correct data and knowledge so they
know where to access chargepoints . It also crucial that residents and businesses are able to access
information about funding for chargepoints, or purchasing electric cars. The Council currently hosts
a webpage on EVs here.

Partners in the Region
1.45 The North East Combined Authority (NECA) has in the past bid collectively for funding for
electric vehicle charging. The Council will continue to work within NECA on appropriate schemes to
enable wider access to chargepoints regionally. Acting regionally can help to deliver a more cohesive
network over a greater area and increases the bidding power of the authorities involved. Most recently,
NECA successfully bid for funding for taxi chargers in different local authority areas, with one to be
located in Chester-le-Street. Initially, the rapid charger will be available to members of the public as
well as to taxis. The chargepoint will be installed in 2021 once legal agreements have been finalised.
1.46 The Go Ultra Low North East programme (GULNE) has made significant progress, most
notably with the opening of the UK’s first EV filling station in Sunderland and the installation of six
rapid charging hubs across the North East. Five more hubs have been installed in 2020. As of March
2020, the project has successfully engaged with 50 local SMEs, awarded £100k to five regional SMEs
in order to bring new low carbon products to the market, and saved 128 tonnes of Green House
Gases. An additional filling station, also installed and operated by Fastned, is located at Newcastle

6

More information about the People Project with Durham University is available here
http://people-project.net/people-centered-learning-cycles/4-case-studies-learning-cycle-2
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Helix. This station is wholly owned by Newcastle University, with installation to commence early 2020.
Funding for GULNE has been extended to the end of 2020 to help promote more sustainable transport
choices as part of the green recovery from the coronavirus pandemic.

Taxis and Buses
The objectives set out in this CPDP are primarily focused on charging provision for private cars.
Though the Council has been key partners within the Joint Transport Committee when bidding
for funding for both taxis and buses too, the Council's ability to influence change is less for these
sectors. The Government has announced that it intends to create a national network of rapid
chargers, which will likely be more suited to meet the needs of taxis than the chargepoints the
Council is currently working to install, although taxis are welcome to use these in the interim as
the rapid charging network is being constructed.
With regard to buses, the Council is supportive of bus companies who wish to electrify their bus
fleet and has contributed to regional funding bids for buses. However, it is predominantly the
responsibility of commercial bus operators to electrify their fleet, although this transition is likely
to be led by a national bus strategy that is expected in the near future.

Hydrogen Vehicles
There has been a significant amount of investment in EV charging technology, with car
manufacturers increasing their EV offer as the Government has committed to phasing out
combustion engines. However, EVs are not the only ULEV option available: hydrogen-powered
vehicles are also considered ULEVs as they emit only water. At the time of writing, the offer in
terms of hydrogen vehicles is more limited, with fewer manufacturers pursuing this option.
Hydrogen can be made from all fuel sources, making it relatively simple to produce, and would
not result in the impact on the electricity grid anticipated from a significant increase in EV
ownership. Furthermore, there has been discussion about using hydrogen for larger vehicles
which typically use diesel, such as buses, trains, aeroplanes and HGVs. County Durham may
therefore need refuelling and possibly electrolysis facilities (electrolysis produces hydrogen from
renewable sources) to meet the need for this type of fuel. The Council will monitor the market
for this type of vehicle and work with providers if hydrogen fuelling is required in future.
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1.6 Conclusion

1.47 By pursuing and implementing the Actions in the CPDP, the Council will increase the number
and quality of chargepoints across the county. This will help achieve local and national decarbonisation
targets, improve air quality, and save people money in the long term. Working to improve chargepoint
access at this relatively early stage in the switch to EVs will ensure that County Durham has the
infrastructure in place to support increasing demand for chargepoints as more and more people switch
to EVs, thereby making the transition as smooth as possible.
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Appendix
2.1 Timeline

Timeline of Key Dates
October 2017 Clean Growth Strategy published
November 2017 Industrial Strategy published
January 2019 Clean Air Strategy published
February 2019 Durham County Council declares a climate emergency
2019 TfN's Strategic Transport Plan published
February 2019
May 2020

Durham County Council Climate Emergency Response
Plan published
Government vision for the rapid chargepoint network
in England published

Government announced that the phase out of fossil fuel
November 2020 cars, vans, and hybrids would be brought forward to
2030
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2020

Government to publish a Transport Decarbonisation
Plan

2022

25% of gov cars to be ULEVs

2023

Rapid Charging Fund to have delivered at least six rapid
chargers at each motorway services in England

2030

Phase out date for petrol, diesel, and some hybrid cars
and vans

2030

80% of Durham County Council's emissions to be cut
by this year, based on 2009 levels

2030

100% of the central Government car fleet to be ultra
low emission

2030

At least 50% of new car sales and up to 40% of new
van sales to be ULEVs by this year

2030

2,500 rapid chargers to be in place across England's
motorways and major A roads

2035

6000 rapid chargers to be in place across England's
motorways and major A roads

2040

Current date for phase out of internal combustion
engine cars and vans (likely to be brought forward)

2050

UK to reach net zero carbon by this year

Chargepoint Delivery Plan
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2.2 National Policy

Clean Growth Strategy (October 2017)
2.1 Regarding cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the UK, the strategy notes significant progress
made to date, but transport was identified as a key opportunity area. 24% of UK carbon emissions
in 2015 were from this sector.
2.2 The strategy therefore set out 50 key policies and proposals to further decarbonise the UK
economy, 10 of which relate directly to transport, 8 directly to Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs):
(7)

1.
2.

End the sale of new conventional petrol and diesel cars and vans by 2040;
Spend £1 billion supporting the take-up of ultra low emission vehicles (ULEVs), including helping
consumers to overcome the upfront cost of an electric car;
3. Develop one of the best electric vehicle charging networks in the world;
4. Accelerate the uptake of low emission taxis and buses;
5. Work with industry as they develop an Automotive Sector Deal to accelerate the transition to
zero emission vehicles;
6. Announce plans for the public sector to lead the way in transitioning to zero emissions vehicles;
7. Invest £1.2 billion to make cycling and walking the natural choice for shorter journeys;
8. Work to enable cost-effective options for shifting more freight from road to rail, including using
low emission rail freight for deliveries into urban areas, with zero emission last mile deliveries;
9. Position the UK at the forefront of research, development and demonstration of Connected and
Autonomous Vehicle technologies, establishing the Centre for Connected and Autonomous
Vehicles; and
10. Innovation: Invest around £841 million of public funds in innovation in low carbon transport
technology and fuels
2.3 The Clean Growth Strategy made clear that ULEVs were to be the main focus in decarbonising
transport.

UK Industrial Strategy (November 2017)
2.4 The strategy sets out that infrastructure is 1 of 5 'foundations of productivity', with 'clean growth'
and the 'future of mobility' as 2 of the 4 'grand challenges' that the country aims to become a world
leader in addressing.
2.5 On EVs specifically, the aim is to build on the UK's existing world-leading capabilities in electric
vehicle manufacture. Electric vehicles are a priority, with investment in charging infrastructure and
the plug-in car grant (which helps people to purchase an electric car) announced . Other measures
to promote electric vehicles include:
An update to building regulations to ensure that new developments are ready for EVs
A commitment to 25% of the cars in central Government department fleets to be electric by 2022.
2.6 The Industrial Strategy builds on the Clean Growth Strategy with a focus on investment in
sufficient infrastructure to enable the transition to electric vehicles, with support for early adopters
looking to buy an electric car, and efforts to lead by example from the Government in committing to
electrifying a quarter of their fleet.

7

the Government has consulted on bringing this date forward to 2035 or as early as 2030. The consultation is available here:
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Road to Zero (July 2018)
2.7 The Road to Zero is the main document which sets out the Government's next steps towards
decarbonisation of transport, as part of delivering the Industrial Strategy. The document sets out a
series of policies which will be reviewed by 2025. The headline announcement related to phasing out
the sale of new petrol and diesel cars. It stated that all new cars and vans should be effectively zero
emission by 2040. In November 2020, the Government announced that the ban on sales of new
(8)
petrol, diesel, and some hybrid cars and vans would be brought forwards to 2030.
Second hand
petrol, diesel, and hydrogen vehicles can still be sold after the ban.
2.8 The document also sets out methods for reducing emissions from existing vehicles and a
number of measures are included to drive uptake of ULEVs, including:
Maintaining or exceeding existing vehicle emissions regulation after Brexit;
Continuing to offer some incentive to purchase plug-in cars, vans, taxis and motorcycles;
Consulting on reforming Vehicle Excise Duty to incentivise van drivers to choose ULEVs when
purchasing a new van;
Leading the way by ensuring 25% of the central Government car fleet is ultra low emission by
2022, and committing to 100% by 2030;
Legislating to enable Government to compel vehicle manufacturers to recall vehicles for an
environmental nonconformity or failure;
2.9 The document also sets out a series of measures to help the UK develop its electric vehicle
infrastructure network:
Launching a £400 million Charging Infrastructure Investment Fund to help accelerate charging
infrastructure deployment;
All new homes, where appropriate, should have a chargepoint available;
Future proofing streets by including chargepoints in new street lights;
Increasing the grant level of the Workplace Charging Scheme;
Ensuring local planning policies incorporate facilities for charging electric vehicles;
Launching an R&D programme of up to £40 million by summer 2018;
Future proof the Strategic Road Network for EVs;
Reduce emissions from heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and road freight; and
Monitoring market developments to determine whether any significant gaps in charging
infrastructure provision appear.
2.10

A number of key challenges were also set out:
Adequate vehicle supply: only 38 cars were eligible for the plug-in car grant, of hundreds of
different makes and models available. Only 9 vans were eligible for the grant;
A strong consumer base and the right market conditions: 38% of consumers would consider an
electric car, but only 2% of new car sales are of ULEVs;
A fit for purpose infrastructure network: efficient, reliable, and affordable charging infrastructure
will be required across the country.

Clean Air Strategy (January 2019)
2.11 The strategy notes that £3.5bn has been committed to tackle poor air quality through cleaner
road transport. One of the measures included is ongoing work by Highways England to improve air
quality on the Strategic Road Network by ensuring that 95% of the road network will have a chargepoint
for electric vehicles every 20 miles.
8

Ban on new petrol and diesel cars from 2030
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2.12 The document also set out measures to empower local government to tackle air quality issues
in their area. In County Durham, there are currently two AQMAs, one in Durham City and one in
Chester-le-Street. Air quality in Chester-le-Street has improved sufficiently that this AQMA may be
removed, but it is still in place at time of writing.
2.13
Electric vehicles emit no emissions from their engines, with only particulate emissions from
wear and tear to brakes and tyres. There is therefore potential for the county to feel benefits beyond
a reduction in carbon emissions from a switch to EVs.

National Zero Carbon 2050 Target (2019)
2.14 On 27 June 2019, the Government became the first major economy in the world to pass laws
committing to net zero carbon by 2050. This replaces the previous target of at least an 80% reduction
in carbon emissions by 2050, based on 1990 levels. Net zero carbon means that any emissions would
need to be offset by removing an equivalent amount of carbon from the atmosphere, for example
through carbon capture and storage or tree planting.
2.15 Significantly decarbonising transport, which is now one of the most polluting sectors as energy
and industry have decarbonised, will be a necessary part of this.

Government vision for the rapid chargepoint network in England (2020)
2.16 In May 2020, the Government published a policy paper on its ambitions for creating a rapid
charging network in England. This set out that drivers are never more than 25 miles from a chargepoint
anywhere along England's motorways and major A-roads, with 809 rapid chargers along these roads
as of January 2020.
2.17 The fund will help to deliver at least six rapid chargers at each motorway services in England
by 2023, with 2,500 rapid chargers across England's motorways and major A roads by 2030, rising
to 6,000 by 2035.

Transport Decarbonisation Plan (2020)
2.18 In March 2020 the Government published a document entitled 'Decarbonising Transport:
Setting the Challenge'. This sets out the Government's plans to work with others to create a plan for
how the Government will decarbonise transport, reviewing existing policy and its likely effects, and
setting out where more needs to be done.
2.19 The document also set out emissions levels by type of transport, both now and projected
based on different policy ambitions. A consultation will be held in 2020 for evidence and ideas of what
more needs to be done to meet the net zero carbon ambition for transport, with a Transport
Decarbonisation Plan following the consultation.

Summary: National Policy for ULEVs
These national policy documents all developed between 2017 and 2020, highlight the UK policy
requirement to decarbonise transport to significantly reduce overall carbon emissions. They also
demonstrate that the UK Government is committed to rolling out charging infrastructure nationwide,
as a means of supporting the switch to electric vehicles.
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2.3 Local Policy

Durham County Council Climate Emergency (February 2019)
2.20
Durham County Council declared a climate emergency in February 2019. As a result, the
Council aims to cut 80% of its own emissions by 2030, based on 2009 levels, and achieve carbon
neutrality by 2050. A Climate Emergency Update Report has since been prepared and consulted on,
and the feedback from this consultation was used to develop the Climate Emergency Response Plan,
published in 2020.
2.21 The report identified three main areas of priority for decarbonisation: electricity, heat, and
transport. The reduction in transport emissions will be delivered through greater uptake of low carbon
vehicles and by reducing the overall need to travel.
2.22 Transport and heat are considered to be areas where the Council's interventions can have
greater impact as the Council has more potential to influence them, for example, by providing new
chargepoints, through replacing its own fleet and through bidding for funding for public transport
decarbonisation.

Climate Emergency Response Plan (2020)
2.23 The County Durham Climate Emergency Response Plan was adopted in February 2020. The
document sets out three key priorities for reducing the county's carbon emissions: electricity, fuel,
and transport. The actions relating to transport are primarily focussed on increasing the proportion
of low carbon vehicles within the Council, and reducing the need to travel. The overarching goal of
the Climate Emergency Response Plan is to achieve net zero carbon by 2050, with a subsidiary goal
that no fossil fuel vehicles be in use in County Durham by 2050. The document sets out a clear initial
focus on EVs as a means on reducing emissions from transport.
2.24 A number of projects are outlined within the document which will help the Council to decarbonise
its transport, many of which relate to EVs:
Expected
Project
Completion Date
Description
(Month-Year)

Outcome
for 2050

Action to 2030

Low
Carbon
Depot
Transform
the whole
site at
Morrison
Busty
Depot to
be low
carbon.
Low
Carbon
Fleet

EV
Actions
Replace all
vehicles
with ULEVs

June -2022

Learn from this project and carry out
more whole site actions.

All
Council
sites are
carbon
neutral.

March-2021

Significant proportion of Council fleet
to be electric by 2030. Remaining
fleet may be fossil fuel, hybrid, or
other alternative fuel.

No
Council
vehicles

Install and
maintain
sufficient
chargepoints
to facilitate
operation
of the
depot.

Install and
maintain
sufficient
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Begin
transition
to electric
fleet
vehicles in
the first
two years.

to use
any fossil
fuels.

chargepoints
to facilitate
use of EVs
for Council
vehicles.

Pool Cars
Transition
to electric
vehicles
for our
staff pool
cars and
the chair
of the
Council's
vehicle.
Aiming to
have 26
electric
pool cars
and 40
electric
vans in
this
period.

2.25

Replace
pool cars
and vans
with
suitable
electric
vehicles.

March 2022

No fossil fuel only pool cars to be in
use by 2030. Some could be hybrids.

By 2050
no fossil
fuel
Install
vehicles
chargepoints
should be
where
in use in
Council
County
EVs will be
Durham
stationary
or
strategically
to allow
recharging.

Additional actions will also be carried out without clear carbon reduction figures:
Project Description

Action for 2030

Outcome for 2050

Low Carbon Public Transport
Solar Car Ports to be installed
at Council car parks which
could be used to provide the
electricity to charge electric
A significant reduction in the
No fossil fuel vehicles will be
vehicles, including buses.
number of fossil fuel vehicles needed to travel within County
Improvements are also planned
will be seen in County Durham Durham by 2050. Infrastructure
for Durham City's park and ride
by 2030.
will be in place to support this.
schemes, to make it easier to
keep cars out of the city. These
are likely to start by 2022 and
could save 500 tonnes of
carbon per year.
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Low Carbon Staff Cars
The new lease scheme will run
Review/re-provide the staff car from April 2020 for four years
lease salary sacrifice scheme until March 2024. From 2024 By 2050 no fossil fuel vehicles
so as to make low emission
to 2030 a new scheme should
should be in use in County
vehicles a more affordable
be in place to encourage
Durham.
option than standard petrol or
further use of low carbon
diesel.
vehicles.

2.26 Other actions are set out which will decarbonise the wider county's transport, centred around
the transition to ULEVs, increasing walking, cycling, and public transport, integrating public transport,
and encouraging changes to people's transport behaviour.

Transport for the North: Strategic Transport Plan (2019)
2.27 Transport for the North (TfN)'s Strategic Transport Plan recognises the importance of reducing
carbon emissions from transport, but notes that significant action and funding will be required to
progress this aim. The document gives support to ULEVs more generally, including low or zero
emission rail and buses. TfN highlight the need for charging infrastructure that is 'affordable, efficient,
and reliable' in particular to allow current and future electric vehicle drivers to easily locate and access
charging. At time of publication of the Strategic Transport Plan, the North had only 2,971 public
chargepoints, 17% of all those in the UK. TfN predict that this will need to increase tenfold by 2030
to help meet demand for top up charging.

Parking and Accessibility Supplementary Planning Document
2.28 Policy 21 of the County Durham Plan (CDP) sets out a series of general principles for parking
on new development, and states that a Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) based on those
principles will be prepared to provide more detailed guidance. One of the principles set out in the
CDP is that the Council can require new development to provide electric vehicle charging through
planning requirements.
2.29 A Parking and Accessibility SPD is being prepared by the Council to replace the existing
Parking and Accessibility Standards. While this SPD is being prepared, the existing Parking and
Accessibility Standards 2019 still apply. These state that each new dwelling should provide a minimum
of one passive chargepoint (cabling to enable a chargepoint to be installed) per dwelling, and a
minimum of 5% active (a full chargepoint) and 10% passive chargepoints at most other types of
2
development, with the exception of hot food takeaways and supermarkets below 1,000m . This
document is used to inform parking requirements of new developments across County Durham.
2.30 The Government is also currently consulting on changes to the building regulations around
provision of chargepoints at car parks. The Council's parking standards will take account of these
building regulations if they are finalised in advance of the SPD being adopted.

Box 1
Summary: Regional and Local Policy for ULEVs
Regional and local policy emphasises the role of local authorities in decarbonising transport and
on providing charging infrastructure. With local authority intervention, the documents are clear
that the number of chargepoints could be dramatically increased.
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